
This is a survey about the public health role of certified medical examiners (CME)  in the 
detection and treatment of diabetes and high blood pressure. 
 
We ask that you return your statistics on whatever schedule would be convenient for you: 
weekly, biweekly, or monthly. 
 
You have been asked to participate because you are member of TeamCME (which lists 767 
CMEs in its datebase in the United States).  TeamCME and Dr. Michael Megeehee, DC are not 
involved in this request and in no way should be construed as having any other role than as 
a means of distribution. 
 
Please return this survey at your convenience weekly, biweekly, or monthly to fax number 
973-344-5633 or to geraldlane@gmail.com 

 

What is your registry number  __________________ 

 

What state do you primarily perform CDL medical exams? __________________ 

 

Which dates were the numbers collected?  ___/_____/____ to _____/_______/____ 
 

1) During the timeframe noted, did you detect elevated blood pressure (blood pressure 
of over 140/90) in any drivers?  Please note the number of CDL holder in which you 
detected elevated blood pressure (blood pressure of over 140/90) 
_________________ 

 
2) From the number of drivers in which you detected elevated blood pressure, did they 

return to your office with the elevated blood pressure issue resolved?  Please list the 
number of drivers with elevated blood pressure that was resolved after your initial 
detection _______________ 

 
3)  During the timeframe noted, did you detect elevated blood sugar in any drivers?  

Please note the number of CDL holders in which you detected elevated blood sugar 
_________________ 

 
4) From the number of drivers in which you detected elevated blood sugar, did they 

return to your office with the elevated blood sugar issue resolved?  Please list the 
number of drivers with elevated blood sugar that was resolved after your initial 
detection _______________ 

 
 Thank you for your participation in this on-going survey on the role of certified 
medical examiners in the detection and treatment of elevated blood pressure and blood 
sugar in CDL holder in the United States.   
 
 It is expected that these statistics will eventually be published and will allow us to 
clarify the role of certified medical examiners as primary points of detection and control of 
these two public health issues in the United States. 
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